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Background

- Last years vision

Roadmap – where will it head to?

Template editor for small CMS

adaptTo() 2014
Sling Sitebuilder Demo
Wrapup: Sling Sitebuilder advantages

- Frontend Components
  - Resources are managed
  - Simple to create
  - Isolated
- Changes also with external script editor
- No preview code to remove from script
Initial Sling CMS

- Strong Sling web framework
Initial Sling CMS

- Strong Sling web framework
- An easy to create websites
Initial Sling CMS

- Strong Sling web framework
- An easy to create websites
- An easy to create Frontend Components
  - Should boost the availability of Frontend Components
Initial Sling CMS :: open tasks

- Finalizing the Resource Editor
- Finalizing the Sitebuilder / Page Editor
- User management frontend
- ACL management frontend
- A consistent looking frontend
- Financing the development
Feedback & Questions

- Please send feedback
  - To me in person
  - To the Sling mailing list or
  - To me @ sandro.boehme@gmx.de

- What are your questions?
Appendix
References

- **Source Code at GitHub**
  - [https://github.com/sandroboehme/sitebuilder](https://github.com/sandroboehme/sitebuilder)
  - [https://github.com/sandroboehme/car_rental](https://github.com/sandroboehme/car_rental)

- **Screencast Demo**
  - [https://vimeo.com/140369433](https://vimeo.com/140369433)